TO CREATE YOUR VERY OWN ROCKET SHIP, FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW !

1.CUT AND PAINT: Cut the two ends of
your bottle and paint the middle in
your favourite colour!

2. CUT CARDBOARD : While the paint
is drying, cut cardboard into these
3 shapes :

NOSE:
This shape becomes a
cone and will make
your space ship really
aerodynamic.

The circle will
be the window.

The middle
will be the
body.

FOLD

3.PAINT SHAPES: Pick a different
colour to paint the feet nose and
window.
The cone in a
really light blue.

FEET:
Cut this
shape 4
times.

The body
in white.

WINDOW:
Cut a circle
shape to make
a window.

4.PIPES: While the shapes are drying,
you can create pipes. Cut your toilet
roll in half and wrap both parts in
aluminium foil.

We painted
the feet in
blue.

LITTLE TIP: Instead of using paint
we wrapped our window in aluminium
foil!
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5.SCRAPS: Cut your scrap paper to
make 2 x big flames, 2 x small flames
and 2 x large and long rectangles

6. GLUE: Now you are going to you use
glue to stick all your cut and painted
shapes to the rocket body!
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To create a cone,
connect the
sticky end (1) to
the non-sticky
end (2).
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Add glue to
one end of the
semi-circle
shape.

If you want your
rocket to look even
more realistic, paint
dots around the body
like this!

7.GLUE: The thin rectangle under the
cone. Glue the wider rectangle to the
bottom of the rocket body.

Each rectangle should
be long enough to wrap
around the rocket body.

1.WINDOW: Glue
the window
frame around
the window.
Add glue to
this section
of the
rocket feet.
2.FEET : Glue all 4 feet
to the bottom of the
rocket body.
This will make it stand !

3.FLAMES : Glue your
paper flames to your
toilet roll pipes.
Finally, to make your
rocket zoom, glue
yout flames pipes to
the bottom of the
rocket body !
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Add glue to the
bottom ridge of
the cone, so it
connects to the
rocket body.

